Commercial Data as
Alternative Data for
Financial Industry
More and more data gets created every day, and asset
management companies and hedge funds can leverage this
data for analysis to reveal trends, patterns, and risks. However,
traditional data has not been covering the needs of the
competitive investment market. Alternative data enables
investors to make better, informed predictions.

Real estate market 

monitoring

Investors have been tracking real estate data for as long it has been available.
Property listings and government created indicators have been among the most
popular resources. But this data is well behind what is happening in real-time.
Online alternative data enables real estate investors to get ahead of the market
much faster by monitoring the real estate market in real-time, anywhere in the world.
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Advanced analytics cannot serve as a crystal ball. In most cases, it should
only support investment hypotheses, not generate them. But when it comes to
these classic real estate conundrums, advanced analytics can rapidly yield
powerful input that informs new hypotheses, challenges conventional
intuition, and sifts through the noise to identify what matters most.
Getting ahead of the market: How big data is transforming real estate
McKinsey & Company

What kind of real-time data can real estate market
monitoring provide?
Commercial real estate
Gather public information about commercial real estate going up for sale in
any location. Extract any data at scale: prices, location, size, seller details, and
description as soon as it shows up on the listings.

Rental prices
Foresee market changes based on real-time rental prices in different areas,
anywhere in the world. Collect information such as number of bedrooms, price
per square meter/foot, and property description.

Home prices
Data from top real estate websites can be used to compare real estate prices
at set intervals, which may indicate the best investment potential. Gathering
information about residential real estate prices in certain locations shows what
areas may be expanding.

E-commerce data

In the past year, the e-commerce market has considerably grown. Researchers
predict that it will continue to grow at a rapid pace. Online marketplaces collect
each other’s data to stay on top of the competitive market, but this data is valuable
for investors and financial services, too. Tracking pricing trends, sales, and changes
of the most popular items or other customized data sets can have a massive effect
on investment decisions.
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What kind of public e-commerce data is available?
Stable data flow from the largest online marketplaces
Sales of the largest e-commerce market players often reflect overall market
trends, and competitive prices set the tone for other online retailers.
Having a stable flow of data from the top e-commerce marketplaces allows
comparing market changes and making informed predictions of future
changes.

Up-to-date product information
Some of the most popular information collected from e-commerce sites
contains product names, prices, discounts, reviews, delivery dates,
descriptions, and more. Acquiring this information may not be a big challenge
but getting this data while it is still relevant is the key. Many e-commerce
websites have employed dynamic pricing models that may require changing
prices as often as every few hours. Therefore, only fresh data is still relevant.

Custom data feeds
E-commerce websites provide large amounts of data, but only clean,
structured, and relevant data has any value. Customized data sets provide
information that is relevant for specific cases. Creating customized sets allows
picking different categories, intervals of time, and delivery frequency.

Monitoring employee
changes to predict risks and
opportunities
Information about job postings, organizational growth, and data from professional
networking websites have immense value for investors. Analysts and data scientists
in investment firms gather data from various licensed and public data sources to
predict outcomes and generate investment returns.
Market participants should consider how alternative data, or data generated
by individual “users”, business processes, and sensors, can complement
traditional sources of data such as company-specific financial metrics,
economic statistics, and government reports, for the investment
decision-making process.
How alternative data is changing the investment landscape
PWC

What company data can help predict investment risks
and opportunities?
Data from business and employment-oriented networking platforms
Professional networking platforms are a gold mine for investors. They are a
source of information for job postings, company reviews, employee-turnover
data, and patent filings. This information helps understand company strategy
and predict financial performance as well as organizational growth.

Real-time data from job and recruiting sites
Sites with job postings can provide the latest information about job listings,
company reviews written by employees, salary reports, and company
benefits, among other things. If delivered on time, all this data helps track
employee satisfaction in specific industries and companies, providing investors
with internal health information for investment opportunities.

Information from company registers
Public, often governmental websites provide information about registered
companies. Varying from country to country, information can cover date of
incorporation, current and resigned officers, mortgage charge data, and
insolvency information. This data can suggest industry investment opportunities
or, contrary, indicate risks in certain markets.

Want to Know More?
If you would like to know more about any of
the topics mentioned in this white paper or
learn about our products, please get in
touch! Our team is ready to answer any of
your questions and offer you the best solution
for your business needs.
Get in touch with Oxylabs

Our Mission

Our Values

Our mission is to share all the
know-how that we collected over
the years in the industry in order
to create the future where big
data is accessible to all
businesses. We seek to create a
healthy environment for everyone
to grow and thrive in.

As a leading company in the
proxy and web scraping industry,
we ensure that the highest
standards of business ethics lead
all our operations. Our core
values guide us toward achieving
our mission. Learn more

